Results of class elections are reported

One winning ticket, two run-offs to be held

By KENDRA MORGUL
Senior Staff Reporter

Class elections ended with one definite winner and two runoffs after ballots were counted Monday night by Ombudsmen.

The Class of 1991 ticket of Rob Pasin, Mike Shinnick, Molly Grunewald and Jennifer Linting received the necessary majority vote of 53.7 percent to win next year's junior class office.

The Class of 1990 tickets of Rey and West and the Class of 1992 tickets of Ferguson and Coffey will participate in a runoff election Wednesday.

The Rey ticket with Carolyn Rey, Tom King, Caroline Klein and Bob Groth received 47.3 percent of votes while the West ticket with Rob West, Pat Eilers, Jennifer Trucano and Greg Talbot polled 29.5 percent.

The Class of 1992 Ferguson ticket of Mike Ferguson, Ted Stumpf, Chrissy Harper and Julie Robertson received the support of 24.8 percent of class members. The Coffey ticket with John Coffey, Jennifer Swit, Megan Weyer and Sean O'Neill received 23.9 percent.

Running for the Class of 1991 office were Joan Meissner, Stu Healy, Karen McIntire and Jim Lang with 19 percent of the votes; Pat Soulier, Phil Couri, Steve Archer and Dave Rosenburg with 10.2 percent; and Lawler Quinlan, Javier Marques, John Bransfield and Jeff Keating with 9.1 percent.

The Class of 1992 candidates were Terry Coyne, Elizabeth Toohey, Allison White and Tim Thornton with 15 percent of votes; Jim Joyce, Jon Paul Potom, Chenoa Topash and Jenny Coyne with 9.4 percent; Ralph Calico, Karen Kaufman, Sheila Jones and Steve Hanson with 7.9 percent; Jay Wasinda, Kristen Mole, Michelle Tam- bor and Tom Gipson with 7.1 percent; John Stoj, Thuy Ledinh, Mark Lawless and Henry Chou with 6.3 percent; and Henry Mark, Anne Sertine, Gabriela Clark and Mark Reuter with 5.4 percent.

"We want to thank everyone who helped us with our campaign and voted for us," said Rob Pasin, newly elected president of the Class of 1991. "We also want to commend the other tickets for a really good race."

"We're just really ecstatic with our early victory," said Pasin, whose ticket won the junior class race with a majority vote.

"I'm just happy to be in," said John Coffey, who leads one of the tickets in the run-off for the sophomore class officers.

"We have one more day to campaign, we have to hit more people," said Coffey. "We'll go door-to-door and hopefully rack some votes out."

See ELECTION, page 5

Students abroad won't vote in student elections

By FLORENTINE HOCKEY
Senior Staff Reporter

Student senate this week voted to support the decision of the Ombudsmen Committee, which ruled the possibility of foreign students voting in student body elections was infallible.

The decision came after the Senate met with Victor DeFrancis, a member of the OMBUD executive committee, who presented the issue for Senate support.

The controversy originated earlier this week when former student body president and vice president candidates protested that all overseas students' votes had not been counted before the winners of the student body elections were announced. The problem, according to DeFrancis, is that many

See SENATE, page 5

Students abroad won't vote in student elections

Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea-Nineteen Marines were killed and 16 injured today when a helicopter crashed in remote mountains, officials said. It was the second Marine chopper disaster in South Korea in four days.

The troop-carrying CH-53D helicopter crashed near the port of Pohang on the southeast coast while taking part in exercises with South Korean forces, a Marine Corps spokesman said.

All 25 Marines aboard the aircraft were killed or injured, the spokesman said on condition of anonymity. Those hurt included 15 Marines aboard the desire that God illuminate him in governing the country," said department said it was prepared to support the new Salvadoran government, but only if it protects democracy and human rights. "Our relationship with that new government will depend on its adherence to democracy and respect for human rights, the twin pillars of our approach to El Salvador," said depart-
‘Fitness’ swimmer comes up all wet

The life of a mediocre fitness swimmer is not a happy one. Former stars of Pee Wee Blue at the Y.M.C.A. and one-time eight- and under-city breast-stroke champions are myself and anyone else thrown into a pool with people who through some accident of birth have developed limbs instead of fins and spend their lives swatting chlorine and humiliating the rest of us.

Oh, I can’t remember either learning to swim or not being able to swim. I was a pool brat during my formative years and probably had the potential to become a “real” swimmer. A few things interfered. Like sleep. I could never get into getting up in the dark (at least eighty percent of the time in South Bend) to plunge into a cold pool and get kicked in the face for a few hours.

Thus, my Olympic dreams were dashed, and I was washed up at age twelve. Conforming to the age old adage, I could not, so I learned to teach. I spent years pursuing my Lifesaving and my Water Safety Instructor certifications from the Red Cross so I could devote my time to the next generation of dolphins, flying fish, and future drop-outs like myself.

During this period I consold myself and explained away my lagging times by saying I had to work on “form” and “style” rather than be concerned about base results.

Then came the aerobics revolution. I had long ago forewarned jogging, running, and most forms of -ing. I decided to try this new exercise for a trial period. After about five minutes of Jane Fonda screaming at me to the beat of music I would otherwise deem unacceptable for my quiet, cleaning the oven or having tears pulled sans anesthesia, I decided that perhaps my first love, swimming, was the way to go.

I started to swim again. I was going to be a bona fide fitness swimmer. I began to rack up miles, and I was at the point I thought I was still hovering around 30 miles, after five years. But I have actually been swimming more than ever. Freshman year I gave up my 26-mile club membership to swim at the Rock with my fellow dormers. This wasn’t too bad because I didn’t mind it. I actually got in shape and grew accustomed to the daily work-out. My last summer of such regular pool appearances was probably in 1978. During this period I consoled myself and worked on “form” and “style” rather than being a pool brat.
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By LAURA DOWNS
Staff Reporter

A steering committee for "The Year of the Family," chaired by Executive Assistant to the President Roland Smith, has been appointed by University President Father Edward Malloy.

The committee has met on two occasions so far. "Our first assignment was to go out and get some initial ideas and feedback from various segments of the University community," said Smith, "to identify all possible audiences and issues within the University.

Smith said that "The Year of the Family" theme was chosen by Malloy from a recommendation by the task force he commissioned last year to explore the family and other life commitments on campus.

The activities planned by the committee will be designed to raise campus consciousness on the variety of issues that face the family today, Smith said.

According to Smith, the committee will strive to get every level of the campus community involved in "The Year of the Family," including staff, undergraduates and graduates. Included in the aims of the committee will be to set up action lab workshops and various lecture series.

"We want to encourage the various departments who are involved in planning activities to think about family issues as related to their subject matter and incorporate these issues into discussions where appropriate," said Smith

Smith said that the committee will meet rather often while it is in the preliminary planning stages. "Later," he said, "we intend to break into subcommittees that will work on specific projects. This will allow for additional people in our community to get involved."

Elections, platforms for Graduate Student Union positions discussed

By KERRY SCANLON
News Staff

Elections for the 1989-90 positions of the Graduate Student Union Board were discussed during a forum at Cushing Hall Auditorium last night.

Two of the three platforms running for the positions of president and vice-president were present at the forum. These included Luis Canales and John Monteiro, and Michael Wright and Jim Stukas.

Joel Barstad, chairman of the elections and credentials committee, acted as presiding officer of the forum.

According to Victor Krebs, current president of the Graduate Student Union Board, the GSU plays an integral role on campus because, "the integration of graduates in this community increases visibility of graduate student issues, therefore establishing solid ground work for GSU as a representative organization."

Don’t drink and drive

A public service message from The Observer.

Loyola University of Chicago
The Summer Sessions

Day or evening classes
"Wide array of courses in Business, Arts and Sciences, Education, Nursing, and Dental School" said Stukas.

All summer courses apply to Loyola University degrees.

Day and evening classes

"We have a variety of courses in Business, Arts and Sciences, Education, Nursing, and Dental School," said Barstad.

All summer courses apply to Loyola University degrees.

Soviet holds political march

Muscovites who support maverick Communist Boris Yeltsin's election to the new Soviet parliament marched Sunday in downtown Moscow. The banner reads "Yeltsin, yes! Bureaucratic system, no!"

Elections for the positions of president and vice-president of the GSU will be held at 8:15 tonight in the Foster Room in LaFortune Student Center.

Salvador

continued from page 1

ment spokesman Charles Redman.

Redman praised the Salvadoran people for braving "violence and terror" by leftist guerrillas who, he said, tried harder to disrupt Sunday's bal-

toning than any other in seven years.

U.S. Ambassador William Walker denied that an Arena victory would be a defeat for U.S. policy.
SECURITY BEAT

Thu., March 16
12:48 a.m. A Notre Dame student reported vandalism done to the north doors at South Dining Hall. Estimated damages are unknown.
11:20 a.m. An off campus student reported the theft of his wallet from the Lobby in the Notre Dame Post office sometime around 10:50 am. Losses estimated at $45.
7:23 p.m. A Notre Dame student was cited by Notre Dame Security Police for traveling 52 m.p.h. in a posted 25 m.p.h. zone on Juniper Road.
10 p.m. An off campus student reported the theft of a gas cap from his vehicle while parked in B-2 Lot sometime between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Losses estimated at $10.

Fri., March 17
8:10 a.m. An employee of Notre Dame reported vandalism done to his vehicle while parked in White Field sometime between 4 p.m., 3/16 and 8:15 a.m. 3/17. Estimated cost of damages is unknown.
3 p.m. Notre Dame Security reported that three students had attempted to bring a keg on campus, violating University rules and regulations. Keg was confiscated.

Sat., March 18
4:50 a.m. A Notre Dame employee reported vandalism done to the men's restroom in the basement of Breen-Phillips Hall sometime between 1:20 a.m. and 4:50 a.m. Damage estimated at $50.
1:30 p.m. An employee of Notre Dame reported damage done to a wooden gate arm at the rear of South Dining Hall sometime between 2 and 3 a.m. Damage estimated at $50.
3 p.m. Notre Dame Security reported that fliers were distributed to vehicles parked in Red West parking lot, violating the University policy on solicitation.

---

Marines

continued from page 1
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A Seoul newspaper, the Kookmin Ilbo, quoted a farmer who saw the crash as saying two helicopters were hovering about 250 feet above the ground when one suddenly turned upside down and plunged into a creek. About 10 soldiers leaped out of the helicopter as it hit the ground, the report said.
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Marines continued from page 1

A spokesman said. The infantrymen were from the 1st Battalion, 5th Marines of the 1st Marine Division based at Camp Pendleton, Calif., he said.

Marine officials said they had no immediate word on what caused the crash. Little of the helicopter was left but charred pieces of wreckage.

Yonhap, the South Korean news agency, cited South Korean military officials as saying the helicopter exploded in the air and burst into flames before slamming into the ground. The report said the helicopter appeared to have a problem in its engines.

It was the second fatal crash involving a Marine helicopter in South Korea in four days. All four Marines aboard a CH-46 helicopter were killed Friday when their craft crashed in a rice paddy on the east coast.

Marine investigators are still trying to determine the cause of Friday's crash.

Both helicopters were taking part in annual "Team Spirit" exercises involving about 200,000 South Korean and U.S. troops.
Senate continued from page 1
overseas students' votes came in late. DeFrancis said the votes from some students arrived at Notre Dame just last week and said the delay creates a huge problem when tallying votes for candidates.

"The main problem is that it's an all-or-nothing thing," said DeFrancis. "If we only have London Program students voting, and a candidate wins by 10 or so votes, the losing candidates protest that the students in other programs could have changed the outcome."

"But it is so difficult to reach some overseas students that their votes come in extremely late, which could delay election results," said DeFrancis.

Based upon this year's difficulty in obtaining responses from students overseas, OBUD used the constitutional clause that it must be feasible for students to vote in order to count their votes in the final decision. OBUD also decided that it was not feasible for overseas students to vote.

Another crucial concern the senate discussed was the zoning change in the South Bend northeast neighborhood, which affects off-campus students.

The re-zoning changes the area from a multi-family to a single family neighborhood, which means that owners cannot rent to multiple families or, in this case, students. A grandson of DeFrancis said that only new owners are forbidden to rent to multiple families, so only when houses change ownership will they be closed to future student rental.

Student Body Vice President Mike Paese said that a breakdown in communications in the upper levels of the administration nearly resulted in a student government "blackout" of the information that the neighborhood was going to be re-zoned.

"The hands-off approach in regard to the issue and its consequences to the students showed a surprising lack of vision on the part of those who knew (of the decision) beforehand," said Paese.

"It may not be a problem right away, but in five or ten years, when houses change ownership, students will no longer be able to live in the northeast neighborhood," said Paese. "A serious housing problem may result."

Austrian General Consul speaks at Notre Dame

By KAREN BALCERZAK

Austrian Consul General Clemens Coreth spoke Monday on Austria's participation in the European Community.

The Community opens in 1992. Austria is currently in the midst of an economic boom, and Coreth said economic growth is based above all on commodity exports which have passively gained speed, but it is to be pointed out that domestic demand is buoyant as well, Coreth stated. Last year, 6.8% of Austria's trade which could not be exported to the European Community.

Austria's participation in the EC is seen as a defensive move to avoid discrimination or ensure economic growth, Coreth said. It also is an offensive nature in order to ensure the competitiveness of Austria's economic entities and to ensure that Austria's trade with the rest of the world does not decrease, but also to participate in decisions made by the EC concerning such important questions as research, European-wide industry norms... etc., said Coreth.

The effect of Austria's participation in the EC on its permanent neutrality has been questioned, said Coreth.

"It should be borne in mind that Austria's permanent neutrality and federal constitutional law, promulgated on October 26, 1955, concentrated on the military obligations, arising from permanent neutrality. None of these obligations is affected by a membership in the EC," Coreth said.

In closing, Coreth stated, "If Austria is not able to participate under a special formula in the internal market concept, Austria's government has kept itself open to the option of becoming a full-fledged member of the EC under the condition that its permanent neutrality is not at stake."

Coreth was born in Vienna but attended elementary school in Washington, D.C., while his father served as the first Austrian ambassador to the U.S. He obtained his doctorate of law in Switzerland.

Some of the diplomatic positions Coreth has held are Deputy Chief of Mission at Tokyo, First Secretary at the Austrian Embassy in Senegal and Deputy Head of the United Nations department at the Foreign Ministry for Political Affairs. He is currently the Counsel General to the Midwest, based in Chicago, serving 12 states including Indiana.

The lecture was part of the Innsbruck Program film and discussion series.

Election continued from page 1

"It's a very tight race," said Julie Robertson, treasurer on the Ferguson ticket that will oppose the Coffey ticket in the Class of 1992 run-off. "We're anticipating a tough campaign but we're looking positively towards it and we're excited for it," she said.

"I'm really pleased with the voter turnout," said Robert Robertson. "I've heard in past years it's been around 50 percent. We had 1,200 out of about 1,800 vote this year, which shows the class in general seems to care about the election," he said.

"It was a very amicable campaign," said Declan DeFrancis, of the Ombudsman Executive Committee. "I didn't hear about problems with slandering as I did last year."

Are you denying yourself a better shot at grad school?

Okay, it may be too late to get a 4.0. But it's not too late to try to do better on your LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MOAT. For that, there's Stanley H. Kaplan. No one has prepere more students than Stanley H. Kaplan. Our test-taking techniques and educational programs have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're taking, call us. Remember, the person next to you during your exam might have prepared over 1 million students. Have prepared over 1 million students.
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Austrian General Consul speaks at Notre Dame

By KAREN BALCERZAK

Austrian Consul General Clemens Coreth spoke Monday on Austria's participation in the European Community when free trade within the community opens in 1992.

Coreth welcomed this development. "I'm really pleased with the voter turnout," said Robertson. "I've heard in past years it's been around 50 percent. We had 1,200 out of about 1,800 vote this year, which shows the class in general seems to care about the election," he said. "It was a very amicable campaign," said Declan DeFrancis, of the Ombudsman Executive Committee. "I didn't hear about problems with slandering as I did last year."
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Honor code fosters trust and success

Dear Editor:

I was sorry to read in the March 2 Observer that at least some Notre Dame students completely misunderstand the function and goals of an honor code, although the misunderstanding is not entirely their fault. An honor code requires that people belong to one another, are part of one another, care about one another and are held accountable to one another. In trouble. Lying, cheating, and stealing is self-destructive behavior as well as being destructive of community life; to allow a brother or sister to persist in patterns of dishonest behavior without doing something about it is to abdicate our responsibility to serve one another.

This is not, to be sure, the way that the world around us understands honestly. The world is more concerned about the damage done to itself by those who lie, steal, or cheat. A member of a community bound by an honor code, however, should be more concerned about the damage done to himself or herself by a person who lies, steals, and cheats and be willing to speak the truth to that person. you, my brother or sister, are embarked on a course that will very yourself and hurt your friends and associates. I am sorry to hear that some feel that Notre Dame is not and cannot be such a place.

I teach at an inner-city high school in the middle of downtown Newark, New Jersey, whose student body is overwhelmingly minority and lower-middle class. We have no locks on our lockers, classrooms are left open and things are always left lying about. We have an honor code that says that no one is ever stolen and no one lies or cheats. Far from it; we are all too honest for that. It does mean that our attention is focused on helping one another and trusting one another - not on security. It also demonstrates a great deal of trust between students, faculty and administrators: that both adults and young people will act in the best interests of those who need help. We do, by the way, want to make sure that no one feels hypocritical about supervising students. I am sure that while I am trying to be a mature adult, a holy monk and a good priest, the fact that I have an abbot and a headmaster over me is not hypocritical either, but keeps me more honest than I might like to admit, even to myself.

I am very true for the students. A graduating senior of ours who spent a year at a very prestigious and mostly white area prep school was shocked at the amount of absolutely unchallenged dishonesty that occurred there. He observed that the school surely reflected the society they were part of while our school models the way society could be; not perfect but trying. Surely Notre Dame can do the same. It is for trying to be the best that we can be, not for the succeeding, that we are held accountable. Even thinking practically rather than ideologically, I wonder how many careers are stalled because a person's character rather than his or her competence is doubted.

Defending that hurts my brother or sister hurts me" is the basis of our Honor Code. I encourage and challenge you to keep at the task of developing a community where people in trouble (through substance abuse and drinking, lying, cheating, and stealing...) will find the active and concerned help they need to live a healthy and mature adult life. It is not easy, but if you can get the help you need, help for someone who is hurting himself or herself, being a "coward" then we are all in trouble. By the way, since "Honor Code" is such a freighted and misunderstood term, we call ours "The Covenant."

Father Mark M. Pugno St. Benedicts Preparatory School Newark, New Jersey ND Class of "March 17, 1989

Landry leaves his mark on Cowboys

Dear Editor:

On Thursday, Feb. 28, 1989, I read an article in The Observer about Tom Landry being fired from the Cowboys. Having lived in Dallas for a few years that was all I heard about: how superb Landry really was. He had coached some of the best men in the NFL, such as Tony Dorsett, Roger Staubach, and Danny White, among others. When I finished reading the article, I was very disappointed and angry, and most of it was directed towards Jerry Jones' decision. I realy did not understand how and why he could even consider firing such a suave man and coach. After all, Landry did lead the Cowboys to five Super Bowls (even though they won only two). His compose during a game made other coaches envious of this altruistic man. It was his splendid talent that directed the Cowboys to be called "America's Team."

Tom Landry had been Dallas' coach for 29 years. Most of us could not even stay at a regular job in the business world for that long. Also, he was 64 years old and probably planning on resigning soon anyway. I would like to have seen Landry stay for a little while longer because I had always enjoyed watching watching Cowboys games, knowing that he, my favorite coach, was on the sidelines. But when I heard the news, I realized that all good things must come to an end.

Even though this decision did not please me, I will still be a loyal fan of my Cowboys team. Regardless of who will be coaching the Cowboys from now on, I will always remember them as Landry's team. And he will always be number one in my heart when it comes to choosing the best coach in the NFL.

Jennifer Sewall Regina Hall March 12, 1989

FoodShare faces hunger crisis

Dear Editor:

While many spent their break skiing on the slopes in Colorado, or sunbathing in Florida, as ambassadors of the FoodShare program, we spent our week in New York City coming face to face with the hunger and homelessness in this country. On March 9, the FoodShare program was presented with an award by the Campus Outreach Program for the their dedication to community service. We would like to express our gratitude for their endless assistance with FoodShare and their countless other programs. With the observation that no college student should have to take action against homelessness and many other issues, every student at Notre Dame should endeavour to get involved in community service.

Lana Mackett Vobha Montero FoodShare March 13, 1989

The Observer retains the right to edit all commentaries submitted to the Viewpoint department. Please note that the briefest piece, the greatest chance of reaching print.

L. Holtz

'TAn impossible dream is only impossible if all you do about it is dream.'

Donesbury
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Founded November 3, 1966
The music is simple and hedelica at all, just strange.

The first album? A LOT of acid.

Singer John Ferreni's confidence, combined with lead nately spidery and slamming drum. The guitars are altered

T

Calvin and Hobbes had taken acid

More" and "Funny How Love

The Raw and the Cooked is as

To SCHOOL. I DON'T WANT

A ll THE TIM E. I HATE M X

The second is the way that the music sets up the vocals. For example, in the song "Tongue" there's a triangle of vocalists: Roland, J.D., and, surprisingly, the drums. The result is a powerful sound, with each voice contributing to the overall effect.

The weirdest lyrical turns come on the album's last song, "Fantastical Disaster," which comes off as a grungy Stones-like workout. The song begins like this:

And the Restless,

"Generations" will reflect the most important family issues of today and tomorrow. Each of the three generations portrayed in the series is a product of a specific time and place. For example, the characters on "Generations" are more likely to solve their problems through legal means than through physical confrontations.

The cast of "Generations" is a talented one. Anthony Addabbo ("Loving"), Pat Crowley ("Dynasty"), Gail Ramsey ("Days of Our Lives"), and Nancy Sorel ("One Life to Live") are all soap opera veterans.

The first ever main soap opera storyline involving blacks, and intense emotional relationships will place "Generations" in a class all its own. NBC's executive hope these factors combined with suspense, intrigue, and those extravagant soap opera names will keep viewers tuned in for generations to come.

Squares' blend of classic rock

KEVIN WALSH

accent writer

The Squires' new album, Form True House, continues in the tradition of its debut EP, The Hairball. The group's sound is Midsouthern American rock, two guitars, a bass, and a drum. The guitars are alternately spidery and slaming and, combined with lead singer John Ferreni's confident, assertive Mick Jagger-like vocals, make for a pretty classic sound.

"Clowns" poses the musical question: What if the Beatles had taken acid before their first album? A LOT of acid. Despite all this, it isn't psychedelic at all, just strange. The music is simple and catchy, like "Love Me Do," but the lyrics include references to "worldwide pow-wow" and "black and blue frowns."

"Forever Never" is an instrumental take on Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven." The song is three instrumentals on the album, all outstanding due to the lead guitarist, who is only referred to as "Dr. Mike."

The weirdest lyrical turns come on the album's last song, "Fantastic Disaster," which comes off as a grungy Stones-like workout. The song begins like this:

"Comedy/Tragedy/What does it mean?/When Shakespeare arrives at the crime of the

I'm sick of everyone TELLING ME WHAT TO DO ALL THE TIME. I want my LIFE! I hate NEW TUNES. I wish I WAS DEAD.

The cast of the new soap "Generations," featuring the relationships of two families— one black and one white.
New league discussed by NFL

As the topic of the new minor league, it came amidst the carnival atmosphere created by the lobbying of eight cities for expansion franchises even though Rozelle has emphasized that the league remained untouched until there is a collective bargaining agreement.
ND picks '89 captains

Special to The Observer

Quarterback Tony Rice, fullback Anthony Johnson and linebacker Ned Bolcar have been voted tri-captains of the Notre Dame football team for the 1989 season. Bolcar, who also served as a tri-captain on this past year's national championship team, is returning for a fifth year in 1989. The Phil-lipsburg, N.J., native was the team's fourth leading tackler in a back-up role last season. Rice, from Woodruff, S.C., led the Irish in rushing with 775 yards and nine touchdowns while completing 32 percent of his passes for 10 touchdowns and nearly 1,400 yards. Johnson, a South Bend na-tive, finished with 363 yards.

Kentucky assistant resigns

 Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Dwane Casey, the principal figure in the NCAA's investigation of the Kentucky basketball program, resigned Monday as assistant coach of the Wildcats.

Casey's resignation came one day after Eddie Sutton resigned as head coach of the beleaguered program.

Meanwhile, Kentucky spokesman Bernie Vonder-heide said the school was form-ing a search committee to find a successor to Sutton.

"Athletic director-elect C.M. Newton will be on the commit-tee, but other committee mem-
bers have not been firmly set up yet," he said.

Newton, the coach at Vander-hill, officially becomes Ken-tucky's athletic director on April 1.

Vonderheide said a timetable had not been set for naming a new coach.

looked by the Irish.

"They're trying to put to-gether a good program, but I feel that we can beat them," said Murphy. "We've got to play well. We can't just show up at the park and think we're going to win.

"We got to go out there and beat them offensively. We can't just rely on pitching every single time out, espe-
cially this early in the year."

In a rematch of last year's 14-8 Cadet victory.

"For two weeks in a row we've been on a bus and that really drains you, especially with a young team," said Olmstead, who leads the Irish with six goals and two assists on the season. "Everyone is ex-pected to finally be playing at home, especially the young guys who will be playing for the first time at home for Notre Dame."

Corrigan said the Irish have learned some important les-sons in their first four games. After next week's two home games, the team will embark on a seven-game Midwest Lacrosse Association schedule that includes big games with Michigan State and Ohio State.

"I think we've played some close games so far, and al-though we were only able to pull out one of three, I think it will help us a lot as the year progresses," Corrigan said. "It toughened us and made us realize how much the little things matter."

Schwartz predicts Notre Dame will do well.

"I think we've been very successful be-cause we don't have one star.

"The team really plays well as a unit," said Schwartz. "I would almost rather come in," she said. "When you come in, you know what's going on and where the team needs help. Besides, Margaret and I have each gotten about the same amount of playing time."

"The versatile Schwartz is not bothered by sacrificing game time or changing her game as long as the 20-9 Irish continue to win. Even though she started in 19 of Notre Dame's last 20 games as a freshman and was solely an outside player, she says she likes this year's team much better.

"The team really plays well as a unit," said Schwartz. "I think we've been successful be-cause we don't have one star. Everyone scores and we com-mitted mistakes."

Notre Dame will travel this week to Amarillo, Texas, for the National Invitational Tournament. The Irish open play on Thursday against Cal Poly Pomona.

Schwartz predicts Notre Dame will do well.

"I think we've got a very good chance of making the final," she said of the Irish, who defeated Toledo 77-70 earlier this year. "We've played some of the other teams and I think they are beatable."

To: THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME CONCERT BAND
THANK YOU
for an OUTSTANDING MUSICAL PERFORMANCE

From: The University of Notre Dame Alumni, Family & Friends of Lorain County March 4, 1989
Associated Press

TUCSON, Ariz. - Eighth-ranked Indiana and 11th-ranked Seton Hall are where they hoped to be at this stage of the season - in the "Sweet 16" of the NCAA tournament. They also are on a collision course. The Hoosiers and Pirates, winners of their first two games in the West Regional, meet Thursday in the West semifinals at Denver.

Indiana, 27-7, advanced by beating Texas-El Paso 92-69 Sunday, while Seton Hall, 28-6, defeated Evansville 87-73.

"We've lasted longer than 48 other teams," Hoosiers coach Bob Knight said. "What are our chances now? We got past 48. We got 16 left. We're as far as we can be right now."

Seton Hall coach P.J. Carlesimo said his team, which was the Big East Conference runner-up this season, already has gone farther than expected.

"We think we're as good as anybody in the tournament," Carlesimo said. "That's not to be arrogant. You have to prove it, but we felt we could make it to Denver."

The Pirates used their usual mix of balanced scoring and tough defense in beating Evansville, which nearly erased a 60-42 deficit and got within 74-73 only to be held scoreless for the final 5:06.

"We're a confident team," said Carlesimo, the two-time Big East Coach of the Year. "Sometimes that's bad. But the guys don't think they're going to lose. The constant is defense. There aren't too many teams that let an 18-point lead get away and be hanging by your fingernails and come back, but this team's been doing it all year."

Seton Hall made its first NCAA tournament appearance last year as the West's No. 8 seed at UCLA's Pauley Pavilion. The Pirates beat Texas-El Paso 80-64 in the first round before losing 84-80 to Arizona in the second.

This time, Carlesimo said his club could go all the way.

"I like our chances," he said. "We felt we were good enough to come here and win two games. We felt we were a legitimate No. 3 seed. You've got to win the first weekend and you're down to 16 teams. It's a crapshoot now."

"I think we've been a Top 10 team all year. We've played a tough schedule and shown we can play with anybody. The kids know that. We're good and they know it. If we win two more games, we'll talk more about it."

Indianapolis - Indiana's Jay Edwards fires a shot against Michigan in Big Ten action earlier this year. The Hoosiers meet Seton Hall Thursday in the "Sweet 16" of the NCAA Tournament.

However, the Pirates have to get past Big Ten Conference champion Indiana, which also combined balanced scoring and tough defense to win its second-round game.

"It'll be interesting to see how far they go," Texas-El Paso coach Don Haskins said. "You got to play defense better than we did against a team that shoots that well. I don't know if there's a better perimeter-shooting team in the country than Indiana. There's not a guy on that team who can't shoot the ball."

"Seton Hall will certainly be more physical than we were and Indiana is not going to be able to get the ball off the boards as easily as they did against us. I think that'll be a good game."

Indiana has a 412-136 record in 18 seasons under Knight.
**NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD**

**ACROSS**
1. Choose
2. Buzz Tweed's nemesis
8. Go marketing
12. Pope's triple crown
15. Hermetic band
16. Gaelic name for Ireland
17. Family entertainment
19. Distantly
20. Adventure*
21. Dish and cup
23. Surf
91. Cubic meter

**DOWN**
1. Bismarck
2. Atlantic City attraction
3. Anklebones
4. *Long time
5. Onion nickname
6. Highway sign
7. Camp's sign
8. Red or Black
9. Family entertainment
10. Papal miter
11. Privileges colloquially
12. Alude top
14. Dispatch boat
15. Like gpo
16. Use a witch
17. Feasts
18. Hoopoe's homestead
19. Lawyer's retainer
20. 3-Pound Margaret
21. We was
22. Quid, as
23. Shrimp stir-fry
24. Cubic meter
25. Leathernecks
26. Leathernecks' uniform
27. Leathernecks' outfit: Abbrev.
28. Indicted way
29. Molding with a double curve
30. Family entertainment
31. Army off.
32. Army off.
33. Rent
34. Prof's salary
35. Russian

**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

5. Onassis
6. Gary Larson
7. Chilean
8. Red or Black
9. Family nickname
10. Lawyer's retainer
11. Privileges,
12. Atlantic City
13. Leathernecks
14. Leathernecks' uniform
15. Leathernecks' outfit: Abbrev.
16. Indicted way
17. Molding with a double curve
18. Family entertainment
19. Army off.
20. Army off.
21. Rent
22. Russian
25. Rent

**DINNER MENUS**

- Notre Dame
  - Grilled Chicken
  - Shrimp Stir-Fry
- Saint Mary's
  - Turkey Cutlet
  - Cheese Enchilada
- Deli Bar
  - Cheese Sticks
  - BBQ Spare Ribs
  - Grilled Chicken
  - Turkey Cutlet

**CAMPUS**

7 p.m.
Career and Placement Services presents "Juniors—How to Plan an Effective Job Search." Room 311 Siebel Science Center.

6:30 p.m.
Department of Chemical Engineering presents Sheldon Kropman, "National and Hidden Agendas: Some Reflections on the Indian Question in Latin America," Room 131 Decio Faculty Hall.

5:00 pm

4:00 pm

3:30 p.m.
Career and Placement Services presents "Juniors—How to Plan an Effective Job Search." Room 311 Nieuland Science Center.

3:00 pm
Department of Chemical Engineering presents Sheldon Kropman, "National and Hidden Agendas: Some Reflections on the Indian Question in Latin America," Room 131 Decio Faculty Hall.

2:30 p.m.
Career and Placement Services presents "Juniors—How to Plan an Effective Job Search." Room 311 Nieuland Science Center.

1:30 pm
Career and Placement Services presents "Juniors—How to Plan an Effective Job Search." Room 311 Nieuland Science Center.

**LECRURE CIRCUIT**

**Noon**
David Maybury-Lewis, Department of Anthropology at Harvard, "National and Hidden Agendas: Some Reflections on the Indian Question in Latin America," Room 311 Decio Faculty Hall.

2:30 p.m.
Department of Chemical Engineering presents Sheldon Kropman, "National and Hidden Agendas: Some Reflections on the Indian Question in Latin America," Room 131 Decio Faculty Hall.

**DINNERS MENUS**

**Comics**

- Calvin and Hobbes
  - By Bill Watterson
- The Far Side
  - By Gary Larson
- Bloom County
  - By Berkeley Breathed
- The Far Side
  - By Gary Larson
Irish baseball rides pitching to quickest start in 26 years

By SCOTT E. BACAO
Sports Writer

The men’s baseball team took on Duke, St. Bonaventure, and North Carolina A&T over the weekend in Durham, N.C., and returned with a record of 10-4, its best start in 26 years. Although the Irish did not turn in a sparkling performance, they bounced back with a convincing 8-2 victory over North Carolina A&T on Sunday, making their comeback official.

“I feel we could have won every game we played,” said senior Erik Madsen, whose 2-2 performance led to his first varsity start in nine years. “I think there was definitely a letdown on this trip as compared to the first weekend of the season (Florida, and Florida), and I don’t know if I should be overly concerned or if that’s just part of any season you can’t have a great week and a bad weekend.”

“The problem was our approach offensively,” continued Murphy. “It wasn’t the fact that we’re not good offensively, but in battling the pitcher I don’t think the hitters were thinking of what their role was and executing. I think they were just swinging at the ball.”

The Irish pitching was a different story. Notre Dame got strong starting pitching performances in each of the three games. In the first game against Duke, senior Erik Madsen went seven and a third innings to earn the win, improving his record to 3-0, striking out four and walking one. In St. Bonaventure, senior Mike Passilla got the win by going seven and two-thirds innings, walking eight hits and giving up two runs.

In even the game against Duke on Sunday, in which the Irish were boned by a potent Duke offense, starter Brian Piotrowski lasted six innings, giving up only two runs and five walks. Were it not for a poor first inning and lack of Irish run support, Piotrowski could have kept Notre Dame in the game.

“Hitting is an established varsity program in the heart of California, volleyball’s No. 1 state. Senior John Olmstead. ‘Nobody likes a middling player, and this year we are definitely a better team’.”

The Notre Dame volleyball club has been one of the most successful in the country for many years, and it has produced some of the best players in the country. The team is coached by Head Coach Mike Anderson, and they have had a lot of success in the last few years.

Schwartz makes move inside
6-3 junior forward gives HIT-bound Irish lift off bench

By CHRIS COONEY
Sports Writer

Annie Schwartz is not your typical 6-3 forward. Unlike most basketball players with her height, Schwartz does not see herself as an aggressive threat under the net, and instead prefers shooting from the perimeter.

“I see myself as more of a finesse player,” says Schwartz, a junior psychology major. “I would rather shoot from the outside.”

Schwartz, who averages 5.7 points and 3.9 rebounds off the bench for the Irish, is second on the team in blocked shots with nine. Schwartz also has to overcome a torn ligament in her knee that kept her out for more than half of last season.

“It has taken her awhile,” says McGraw, “but I am gradually becoming a better rebounder and getting more comfortable underneath.”

Schwartz played inside during her time at Cardinal High School and was All-State her last two years. She sees college players as being much stronger underneath and has had to adjust her game to the rougher play.

“T’m a freshman,” Schwartz says, “and I have to adjust to the bigger players.”

Notre Dame head coach Mike McGraw sees Schwartz as primarily an outside threat.

“She works the ball really well from the outside,” said McGraw. “When she’s in, she pulls the other team’s center out and she can score.”

Schwartz is averaging 5.7 points and 3.9 rebounds off the bench for the Irish. She is second on the team in blocked shots with nine.

Schwartz also has had to overcome a torn ligament in her knee that kept her out for more than half of last season. It has taken her awhile, she says, to regain her confidence and get used to playing with a knee brace.

“T’m hindered at first,” Schwartz explained, “but I’m overcoming it.”

McGraw agrees that Schwartz is working and praising Schwartz’s effort as a reserve.

“T was tentative in the beginning of the year,” said Schwartz. “Now she has been playing well and has been a real spark off the bench.”

Mike Passilla, who pitched Notre Dame to a victory against St. Bonaventure this past weekend, and the rest of the Irish staff have been sharp early this season. Notre Dame, at 10-4, is off to its best start in 26 years.

ND Volleyball club shakes off big loss

The Men’s Volleyball Club ended its toughest stretch of the season Friday night against Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne, which is currently 11th in the country among varsity programs, in less-than-fashionable style.

The scores were 3-15, 6-15, 4-15 in favor of Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne. And according to Head Coach Bill Anderson, the Irish were thoroughly dominated.

Greg Scheckenbach
Club Corner

“They had an intimidation factor against us,” stated Anderson. “But we’re not going to let that get to us. We’re still in the game against a very good team.”

Once again, Andre Sullivan led Notre Dame with eight kills, but much lower than his current average. Otherwise the Irish had no outstanding statistics to speak of.

On a brighter note, Notre Dame played very well on a recent trip to California, winning two out of three games. In their first match of the road trip, the Irish took on Pacific University and came up short 15-3, 15-3, 15-16 and 15-5, in one of their better matches of the year.

It was a good loss for Notre Dame, considering SDSU is an established varsity program in the heart of California, volleyball’s No. 1 state. Senior Mike Shimota played out of this world with eight service aces and numerous assists to Irish hitters. Sullivan led Notre Dame with 22

See VOLLBASY, page 8